ISRm1: A Rhizobium meliloti insertion sequence that transposes preferentially into nitrogen fixation genes.
After transposon Tn5 mutagenesis, a high proportion of Rhizobium meliloti symbiotic mutants do not contain Tn5 insertions in symbiotic genes. Instead, the mutations in these strains are correlated with the presence of an endogenous insertion sequence (ISRm1) in nitrogen fixation (nif) or symbiotic genes which are adjacent to the nif genes. ISRm1 is 1.4 kb and transposes to at least three restriction fragments in the nif region at a frequency between 10(-2) and 10(-3). A nif region restriction fragment containing ISRm1 was cloned from one of the mutant strains unable to fix nitrogen symbiotically (Fix-) and the resulting plasmid was used as a hybridization probe. ISRm1 is present at least ten times in the R. meliloti genome but is not present in any other R. meliloti strains, E. coli strains, or Rhizobium species tested. We demonstrated that the Fix- phenotype correlated with ISRm1 transposition is indeed caused by ISRm1 insertion by conjugating a cloned fragment containing ISRm1 into a wild type Fix+ R. meliloti host and replacing the normal genomic nif fragment with the nif::ISRm1 fragment. The resulting strain was Fix-.